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A B S T R A C T
A multiphysics modeling approach for heat conduction in metal hydride powders is presented, including particle shape distribution, size distribution, granular packing structure, and effective thermal conductivity. A statistical geometric model is presented that replicates features of particle size and shape distributions observed experimentally that result from cyclic hydride decrepitation. The quasi-static dense packing of a sample set of these particles is simulated via energy-based structural optimization methods. These particles jam (i.e., solidify) at a density (solid volume fraction) of 0.671 ± 0.009 — higher than prior experimental estimates. Effective thermal conductivity of the jammed system is simulated and found to follow the behavior predicted by granular effective medium theory. Finally, a theory is presented that links the properties of bi-porous cohesive powders to the present systems based on recent experimental observations of jammed packings of fine powder. This theory produces quantitative experimental agreement with metal hydride powders of various compositions.

Copyright © 2012, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Metal hydrides offer high volumetric hydrogen storage density for on-board fuel cell vehicles [1], and offer much potential for electrodes in electric vehicle batteries [2]. These metals undergo fragmentation induced by volumetric hydriding strain and embrittlement that results in the formation of irregular faceted particles [3]. Systematic reductions in average particle size have been observed as the number of hydriding cycles increases [4,5]. Also, hydrides can reach a state at which particles become mechanically stabilized, and the size distribution becomes invariant with further cycling [4]. This fragmentation process is essential to achieving fast hydriding kinetics, because the process exposes fresh chemically active surfaces [6], but the fragmented nature of metal hydride particles inhibits hydriding heat dissipation [7]. Expanded graphite [8–10] and metal [11–13] additives composited with metal hydrides can enhance heat dissipation during the hydriding process, but these chemically inactive materials are parasitic to hydrogen storage density and permeability. In contrast, fragmented hydride packings exhibit high hydrogen storage density and permeability, but the dependence of effective thermal conductivity on the packed structure of hydride powders is not understood well. In the present work, models are developed to address fundamental aspects of these particles, their packings, and their associated thermal properties to enable materials engineering.

Hydrogenation causes metal hydride particles to expand, with approximately 2–5 Å³ per H atom [14]. Assuming a density of 6.0 g/cm³ for Ti₁₁CrMn and hydride composition Ti₁₁CrMnH₂ [5], volume expansion is expected to be...
approximately 9–23%. Hydriding in metal particles requires diffusion of hydrogen through the lattice, with a hydride layer forming on the outer particle surface [15]. Thus, density mismatch at the metal-hydride interface induces large stresses on the material, inevitably leading to fracture. Hahne and Kallweit [16] documented the dependence of particle size distribution on the number of hydriding cycles. They observed a five-fold reduction in average particles size after 30 cycles. Particle morphology resulting from hydrogen-induced fracture can result in faceted particles having irregular shape. This behavior has been observed for a wide variety of inter-metallic metal hydrides for which particle size distributions have been measured (e.g., in Ref. [16]), but no attempt has been made to predict the size distribution and shapes of irregular particles theoretically.

Particle shape resulting from hydrogen-induced fragmentation can result in faceted particles having irregular shapes (Fig. 1), in contrast to faceted particles produced from growth of single crystals. The particular metal hydride used as an example here, Ti$_{1.1}$CrMn, is prepared by water-cooled arc melting [5] that typically yields polycrystalline microstructures; disordered, polycrystalline alloy microstructures also have been shown to yield excellent hydriding characteristics [2]. Therefore, crystal defects and grain boundaries at which cracks initiate are expected to have random spatial and directional distribution. Materials such as CeH$_{2.84}$ [17] exhibit multiscale fractured structures as a result of phonon confinement energetics, but this phenomenon has not been observed for Ti$_{1.1}$CrMn.

Strain-induced fragmentation is not restricted to systems undergoing hydriding and has been suggested as a universal phenomenon [18]. For example, thin layers of dried mud crack readily as a result of contraction and substrate friction [18]. The patterns formed by cracked mud exhibit remarkable resemblance to Si thin film anodes subjected to lithiation [19]. More recently, investigations of lithiated Si nanopillars reveal that fracture planes have a highly anistropic directional distribution [20].

![Fig. 1 – Ti$_{1.1}$CrMn particles with crack fissures produced from cyclic hydriding and dehydring. The particles produced after further cycling possess irregular faceted shapes.](image-url)
Interparticle forces and macroscopic stresses result from this particle expansion and induce rearrangement and deformation of the powder. Also, after initial cycling, the decrepitated powder is typically packed into a reactor, but no models for effective thermal conductivity have incorporated packing of these materials. The influence of processing conditions on packed structure is important, because structures with enhanced heat conduction rates and active material density are highly desirable for compact, high-power fuel cell power systems. By considering that packed hydride powder is a granular material, understanding of the phases formed by granular media may be applied to hydrides. For instance, the jamming point represents the state at which a granular material develops rigidity and mechanical stability [21], and the jamming threshold density is the density (i.e., solid volume fraction) at which this transition occurs. Recently, we have introduced an energy-based formalism for repulsive contact that enables the rigorous simulation of jamming of arbitrarily-shaped faceted particles [22–24]. The structure of systems of tetrahedra prepared by such methods has shown excellent agreement with experiment (cf., [22,25]).

Particle shape and size distributions resulting from fracture cannot be replicated by a simple single-particle unit cell model, such as those of Asakuma and co-workers [26,27] and Zehner, Bauer, and Schlünder (see Ref. [28] for details). Reduced conduction through the gas phase as a result of boundary scattering and interfacial impedance mismatch of thermal energy carriers depends on the confining pore geometry of the packed powder. The gas-phase boundary scattering mechanism has often been interpreted as the Smoluchowski effect in the packed bed literature [28]. Also, metal hydride particles inherently exhibit small contact areas in the packed state, with resultant constriction effects on solid-state thermal energy carriers (i.e., electrons and phonons). The degree of ballistic and diffusive conduction in the solid phase depends on the change in chemical composition of the metal hydride system due to hydrogenation and dehydrogenation. The extent to which each of these mechanisms limits heat transfer in metal hydride powders, and other types of porous media in general, is not well understood.

In this work a comprehensive approach is introduced for modeling particle shape and size distribution in Section 2, quasi-static packing through the energy-based simulation of granular jamming in Section 3, and heat transfer through direct solution of the heat diffusion equation in the resulting heterogeneous microstructures in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5 a structure–transport theory inspired by recent experiments on fine powder is subsequently developed to relate non-cohesive jammed system properties to experimental packings with solid density below that of the non-cohesive jammed system.

2. Particle shape

2.1. Theory

We attempt to replicate the particle size and shape distribution of decrepitated metal hydride powder with an idealized statistical geometric model. The major underlying assumptions of the model follow: (1) infinitely extending planar surfaces are formed from instances of fracture and (2) planes of fracture have isotropic statistical orientation and position throughout the material. This model can be described as a 3D Poisson plane field, though no such statistical field has yet been proposed in the literature to our knowledge. The 3D Poisson plane field is closely related to the 2D Poisson line field that has been studied previously [29]. Both assumptions are well justified for polycrystalline metals, such as Ti12CrMn. Simulation of this geometric field of planes is accomplished through sequential sectioning of a unit cube centered at the origin with randomly oriented and positioned planes. Random directions are determined through the generation of three random numbers that is uniformly distributed on the interval [0,1] for planar position; and for unit normal direction.

The random position \( r_1 \) of a given plane can be expressed in terms of the parameter \( x_1 \), the plane unit normal vector \( \hat{n}_1 \) and the centroid \( r_c \) of the cubic-shaped domain undergoing subdivision:

\[ r_1 = x_1 \hat{n}_1 \sqrt{3}/2 + r_c. \] (1)

The normal vector is expressed in terms of continuously distributed parameters, \( x_1 \), \( x_2 \), and \( x_3 \), assuming isotropic planar orientation, but the parameters could easily incorporate anisotropy by restricting them to a discrete set that reflects rotational symmetry of the underlying atomic structure (e.g., cubic or icosahedral). The present model may be applicable to the pulverization of Si anodes by incorporating anisotropic distributions consistent with those presented in Ref. [20]. The probability \( p(\omega) \) for fracture along planes having normal vectors subtending a differential solid angle \( d\omega \) about the direction \( \hat{n}_p \) can be expressed in terms of azimuthal and zenith angles in the spherical coordinate system, \( \theta \) and \( \psi \) as well as the probability density \( c \):

\[ p(\omega) = c d\omega = c d\theta d\psi \sin \psi. \] (2)

In the present study isotropic planar orientation is considered, and therefore \( c \) is considered a constant independent of \( \hat{n}_p \). Because uniformly distributed independent random variables \( x_1, x_2 \), and \( x_3 \) are used to describe direction, the differential solid angle \( d\omega \) must be recast with \( \delta = \cos \psi \) This substitution guarantees that \( p(\omega) \) is proportional to \( d\theta \) and \( d\delta \), each having uniform distributions. By defining \( \delta \) and \( \theta \) in terms of the parameters \( x_2 \) and \( x_3 \), the spherical coordinates specifying planar orientation can be expressed as:

\[ (\theta, \psi) = \left( \frac{\pi}{2} x_2, \cos^{-1}(2x_3 - 1) \right). \] (3)

With these spherical coordinates, the planar normal vector can be expressed:

\[ \hat{n}_p = \cos \theta \sin \psi \hat{i} + \sin \theta \sin \psi \hat{j} + \cos \psi \hat{k}. \] (4)

This model was implemented numerically, and can be interactively accessed through nanohub.org [30]. Additional functionality exists in this tool that is outside the scope of this work; some of the extra tool functionality is described in our original work on this topic [31]. The resulting ensemble of particles formed by the intersection of 200 planes in the Poisson field is depicted in Fig. 2. The volume of individual particles in the ensemble spans nearly six orders of magnitude.
magnitude. Qualitatively, the field reflects many of the features of decrepitated metal hydride particles (cf., Fig. 1), including faceted particle shapes. Comparison of the resulting particle size distributions with experimental data in the subsequent section also confirms excellent quantitative agreement of this simple statistical geometric model.

### 2.2. Experiment

To validate the theoretical results herein the particle size distribution of a high pressure metal hydride, Ti$_{1.1}$CrMn, was measured with laser diffraction by Malvern Instruments [32]. Prior to the measurements the material had undergone a process of cycled hydriding and dehydriding to chemically activate the material, as described in Ref. [6]. The pyrophoric tendency of Ti$_{1.1}$CrMn required controlled oxidation to passivate the exterior surfaces of metal hydride particles for exposure to air during particle size distribution measurements.

Particles were dispersed to obtain accurate measurements of particle size distributions by laser diffraction. Both wet and dry methods were utilized and are outlined in ISO13320-1 [32]. In the wet method particles were dispersed in water with and without ultrasonic excitation for subsequent analysis; this method is primarily intended to assess particle size in the absence of agglomeration [32]. For sonicated samples, the particle size distribution was measured as a function of sonication time to determine when agglomerates were completely fragmented. Three minutes of ultra-sonication were required in order to achieve adequate dispersion of the passivated particles. In the dry method particles were accelerated in air by a pressure differential induced across a venturi in which shear stresses act to reduce agglomeration, but this process may have induced attrition of particles [32]. The resulting particle size distributions are displayed in Fig. 3.

The results indicate that the wet method yields larger particle sizes when sonication is not used; the median diameter was 3.8 and 5.7 μm with and without sonication, respectively. Despite the reduction in measured particle size upon sonication, agglomerates still appear to be present, as reflected by a small secondary peak near 20 μm in Fig. 3. In contrast, the dry method results in much smaller median particle diameters of 1.4 and 2.0 μm for 4 and 1 bar applied pressure, respectively. In spite of this secondary peak the distribution shapes of the sonicated and 1 bar air titration samples are very similar (see Fig. 3). Also, sparks were observed during acceleration of particles at the highest pressure [32], indicating that particles had undergone attrition, resulting in fresh pyrophoric surfaces. These results support the notion that metal hydride particles possess an abundance of internal cracks even after the cyclic fragmentation process stabilizes. Such microstructure within particles must be accounted for in the modeling of hydrogen diffusion kinetics and heat flow in metal hydride powder.

The cumulative size distribution of aqueous sonicated Ti$_{1.1}$CrMn is displayed in Fig. 4 in addition to those of several other chemically dissimilar metal hydrides from the literature. For the aqueous sonicated sample of Ti$_{1.1}$CrMn the weak secondary peak of the size distribution resulting from agglomeration was excluded. Despite composition contrast, each metal hydride exhibits similar particle size distribution. The most substantial deviation from similarity is for particles at the large end of the size range; this incongruence between measurements and model is likely due to the presence of agglomerates. In addition, the various metal hydride samples had undergone various degrees of cycling, as shown in Table 1. The lack of a physically consistent trend of particle size with the degree of cycling among the various hydrides in Table 1 suggests that the median size of fully pulverized particles is primarily dependent on chemical composition and mechanical properties.

Metal hydride particles generated from a Poisson plane field formed by the intersection of 200 randomly oriented and
positioned planes are compared to experimental size distributions of the four different metal hydrides in Fig. 4; 200 random planes were sufficient to converge the size distribution shape in Fig. 4. The size distribution of the Poisson plane field lies in the middle of the spread of experimental size distributions, indicating excellent agreement with the data. Such a finding is remarkable considering that a simple model lacking adjustable parameters yields a particle size distribution shape in Fig. 4. The size distribution of the Poisson plane field closely matches experimental observations. This result suggests that the random nature of this process results in particle shapes that are relatively independent of material composition.

3. Packing theory and simulation

400 particles from the Poisson plane field are randomly sampled to study athermal (i.e., low particle kinetic energy) jamming of frictionless metal hydride-like particles; the methods employed to find the jammed structure of these particles are briefly described here. The cumulative size distribution for this subset of particles closely matches that of the full Poisson plane field (Fig. 4). To simulate jamming, these particles are arranged in a dilute setting with random particle position and orientation in a periodic cubic supercell.

Sequentially, isotropic affine compressive strain is applied to the assembly. Structural relaxation of particles is simulated at each density \( \phi \) (i.e., solid volume fraction) via the minimization of elastic energy between contacting particles. A contact mechanics model is employed as in Refs. [22–24] for packings of Platonic solids and LiFePO\(_4\) particles, where the contact energy \( E_{\text{cal}} \) between particles \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) is:

\[
E_{\text{cal}} = \frac{YV_{\alpha \beta}^2}{2(V_\alpha + V_\beta)}
\]

and \( Y \) is Young’s modulus \( V_{\alpha \beta} \) is the volume of intersection of the two undeformed polyhedral particles in contact, and \( V_\alpha \) is the volume of particle \( \alpha \). The present mechanics model permits computation of energy, forces, and moments for contact between two arbitrarily-shaped dissimilar particles; the generality of this model is especially important for the present study because of the range of random shape and packing parameters of metal hydride powders in the Poisson plane field. Detailed expressions for forces and moments and the numerical methods employed for structural optimization are described in Ref. [22].

Following the procedure outlined above, an initially dilute configuration of particles at \( \phi = 0.005 \) was consolidated sequentially until a stable state was reached at \( \phi = 0.856 \) with energy per particle of \( 1.5 \times 10^{-4}YV \), where \( V \) is the volume-weighted average particle volume. The system was subsequently expanded to approach the jamming density; the 95% confidence interval of the jamming threshold density was 0.671 ± 0.009 based on the affine scaling of contact penetration depth for the various degrees of expansion, as described in Ref. [22].

As displayed in Table 2, the jamming threshold density of this frictionless, non-cohesive system is higher than packed densities of experimentally prepared metal powder. The act of hydriding expands particles and, therefore, increases the density of powder confined by a container of fixed size. Estimates of the resultant hydride powder densities are included in Table 2. The results suggest that the HWT hydride was packed near jamming, while the other samples were very loosely packed relative to the simulated jamming point. Variation of these packed densities further suggests that cohesive van der Waals forces impede densification during packing (see Ref. [33] and references therein for example). Also, wet consolidation or mechanical vibration may be necessary to pack hydride near jamming and accordingly achieve jammed volumetric hydrogen storage densities. We expect that the present jammed systems without friction and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 – Details of metal hydrides considered.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metal hydride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MnNi(<em>{3.5})Co(</em>{0.7})Al(_{0.8})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaNi(<em>{4.7})Al(</em>{0.3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HWT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti(_{1.1})CrMn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 – Metal ( \phi_M ) and metal hydride ( \phi_{MH} ) packed densities (i.e., solid volume fraction). Hydriding expansion was estimated at 2 to 5 ( \text{Å}^3 ) for each hydrogen atom present in the metal (see Ref. [14]). Uncertainty bounds of ( \phi_{MH} ) are expressed in terms of the uncertainty in volumetric expansion during hydriding.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metal hydride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti(_{1.1})CrMn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaNi(<em>{4.7})Al(</em>{0.3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HWT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cohesion represent the densest random packing of such particles [34].

The jammed microstructure obtained through the aforementioned simulation is depicted in Fig. 5 and reveals that small particles are well distributed and readily contact other small particles. Conversely, large particles may be isolated from other large particles and at most will only contact two other large particles. Visual inspection reveals that the full distribution of particles is engaged in the contact network in a non-trivial fashion. In addition to the system of 400 particles, a system of 100 particles was also studied. This ensemble was too small to reflect the structure in the large system limit, because unrealistic structural correlation was induced as too small to reflect the structure in the large system limit, a result of the similar size of the supercell relative to the volume-weighted average particle volume. The cube-shaped periodic supercell is indicated by black edges.

4. Heat transfer

Transfer of heat by conduction occurs in materials via the flow of energy carriers, e.g., phonons, electrons, and molecules in semiconducting, metallic, and gas phases, respectively. For transport in large systems with long time scales, diffusive processes are characterized by frequent isotropic scattering of carriers via intrinsic mechanisms (e.g., through carrier–carrier interactions). When the length scale through which heat is transported is smaller than the mean free path of H₂ molecules, carriers are constricted only by boundaries, and the transport regime is referred to as ballistic. Multiscale features present in granular materials can result in ballistic and diffusive behavior throughout the heterogeneous medium. The reduction of heat flow through the gas phase occurs as a result of interfacial interactions of thermal energy carriers with the confining pore geometry of the granular medium.

4.1. Theory

The so-called Kapitza resistance and Smoluchowski effects are known to occur in fluid–solid systems. The Kapitza resistance refers to a temperature jump resulting from the finite density of fluid molecules transferring heat normal to the interface [35]. In contrast, the Smoluchowski effect involves the reduction of effective thermal conductivity of a gas as a result of molecular accommodation on the interface [36]; this process can also be understood according to thin film theory as a boundary scattering effect [37]. It is not clear, as yet, whether a simple Kapitza resistance is sufficient to replicate the boundary scattering of gas molecules in porous media, i.e., the Smoluchowski effect. We therefore consider both effects to understand the connections and limitations of these phenomena in realistic porous media. Kapitza resistance results from interactions between solid–gas interfaces oriented normal to the net heat flux \( \dot{q} \), whereas interfaces aligned to the transport direction scatter molecules, as a result of the Smoluchowski effect.

To assess whether the Kapitza resistance effect or the Smoluchowski effect dominates in the transport process, we introduce a Biot number \( \text{Bi} \) similar to Ref. [38], as the ratio of bulk thermal resistance in the gas to interfacial resistance at the solid–gas interface:

\[
\text{Bi} = \frac{\delta_p}{R' \kappa_g}
\]

where \( R' \) is the unit area Kapitza resistance, \( \kappa_g \) is the reduced gas thermal conductivity resulting from the Smoluchowski effect, and \( \delta_p \) is the characteristic size of the pore. We express this quantity as a function of Knudsen number \( Kn \) defined as \( \lambda_{mfp}/\delta_p \) and consider diffuse interfacial models for both effects. For the Kapitza resistance resulting from diffuse scattering of \( \text{H}_2 \) molecules at solid interfaces, we employ the approximation of the diffuse mismatch model [35], where \( R' \) is:

\[
R' = \frac{4}{C_v} \quad \text{(7)}
\]

\( C \) and \( v \) are the specific heat (volume-based) and mean velocity of molecules, respectively. For the reduced gas thermal conductivity \( \kappa_g \) we consider an analogous form of the result presented by Sondheimer for electron transport in thin films with diffuse interfaces [37]:

\[
\kappa_g = \frac{k_0}{(1 + 3Kn/8)} \quad \text{(8)}
\]

where \( Kn \) is Knudsen number and \( k_0 \) is the bulk gas thermal conductivity. Eq. (8) is valid for \( Kn \ll 1 \). Here the bulk gas conductivity \( k_0 \) is expressed via kinetic theory as \( k_0 = Cu_{mfp}/3 \) [36]. Substitution of Eqs. (7) and (8) into Eq. (6) and subsequent simplification yields:

\[
\text{Bi} = \frac{3(1 + 3Kn/8)}{4Kn} \quad \text{(9)}
\]

At low pressure (i.e., \( Kn \sim 1 \)) interfacial and volumetric resistances are similar because \( \text{Bi} \) is near unity, while in the opposite limit of high pressure (\( Kn \rightarrow 0 \)) \( \text{Bi} \) diverges to infinity. Thus, thermal resistance in the gas phase is large relative to that of the interface over much of the practical pressure range.
The Smoluchowski effect is therefore primarily required to represent heat transfer in packed metal hydride beds; only at very low pressures are Kapitza resistances comparable.

The above analysis is useful for understanding the relative importance of each boundary interaction mechanism. A directionally resolved solution of molecular convection and scattering within the gaseous region of the heterogeneous metal hydride powder is required to rigorously simulate the Smoluchowski effect in that medium. Methods for such analyses (e.g., Boltzmann transport equation or Monte Carlo) have yet to be performed in the metal hydride literature, mainly because of the high computational expense and unknown microscopic pore structure. In the present work, Fourier heat conduction in the gas and solid regions of the heterogeneous powder is simulated. Later, a reduced gas conductivity model is incorporated to replicate the Smoluchowski effect in a manner similar to prior work (see Refs. [10,26,28,39,40]).

4.2. Simulation

4.2.1. Methods

We consider a heterogeneous granular medium composed of gas and solid with thermal conductivities $k_g$ and $k_s$, respectively. The steady heat diffusion equation governs the microscopic temperature field $T$ in the medium:

$$\nabla \cdot (\kappa \nabla T) = 0. \quad (10)$$

where $\kappa$ is local conductivity. The effective conductivity tensor $\kappa$ for the macroscopic medium relates the homogenized temperature gradient $(\nabla T)_h$ to the average heat flux vector $(q')$:

$$(q') = -\kappa (\nabla T)_h. \quad (11)$$

Periodic temperature fall boundary conditions are applied to the granular medium to probe $\kappa$:

$$T(r) = T(r + r_0) + (\nabla T)_h \cdot r_0. \quad (12)$$

$r$ is position in the heterogeneous medium, $r_0$ is a linear combination of integer multiples of principal lattice vectors defining the periodic supercell, and $(\nabla T)_h$ is the homogenized temperature gradient. Three independent boundary values

4.2.2. Results

The mean effective conductivity $\kappa$ of the jammed system at a density just below the jamming point ($\Phi = 0.633$) was computed for a range of solid–gas conductivity ratios $\kappa_s/\kappa_g$, as

$$\kappa \approx \frac{k_s}{k_g} \approx \frac{1}{3}$$

To solve Eq. (10) numerically on the heterogeneous domain, an approximate, robust meshing scheme is employed, wherein reconstructed interfaces are formed by that of a non-conformal multilevel Cartesian mesh. To utilize computer memory efficiently while achieving adequate solid–gas interface resolution, octree-based refinement is employed on Cartesian cells intersecting solid–gas interfaces. An example mesh employed to discretize the system of 400 three-dimensional irregular, polydisperse jammed particles is depicted in Fig. 6.

Refinement of the octree mesh was performed to verify adequacy of interfacial resolution. At densities approaching jamming ($\phi \rightarrow \phi_j$), a high degree of refinement is required to resolve gas-phase gaps between solid particles approaching face–face contact. For meshes having fine levels larger than these gaps, artificial continuity of solid phase can occur; to prevent this effect, cells exhibiting such artificial continuity are treated as gas phase. In the limit of infinite refinement, the number of such cells vanishes, and consequently the present scheme is topologically consistent with jammed structures.

In practice a coarse level mesh was used with cell size $\Delta x = 0.004L$ for a system of 400 particles at $\Phi = 0.633$, where $L$ is the side length of the periodic supercell. Only 1% deviation in $\kappa$ was observed among meshes having two and three levels of refinement with $\kappa_s/\kappa_g = 10^2$, and therefore a two-level mesh was used to obtain the present results. The two-level mesh contained $3.5 \times 10^7$ fine and $1.2 \times 10^7$ coarse cells. The aggregation-based algebraic multigrid method [41–43] was employed to iteratively solve the corresponding discrete set of equations with the implementation of Notay and co-workers.

![Fig. 6](image-url)
displayed in Fig. 7. $\tau/k_g$ approaches an asymptote for high solid conductivities. This behavior implies that the solid phase does not form a high-conductivity path through which heat preferentially flows. The structure of the granular medium induced by the jamming of these highly irregular, faceted particles is responsible for this behavior. Heat is forced to flow through the gas phase in order to reach highly conductive solid islands. Such poor solid continuity is consistent with observations in the literature of very low effective conductivity of evacuated metal hydride powder (see Ref. [16]). In the evacuated state, no gas is present in the pores of the powder to transfer heat, and therefore only radiative transfer through vacuum between solid particles and conduction through the solid phase contact network are operable.

Other unit-cell micromechanical models not informed by the shape and packing of metal hydride particles, such as that of Zehner, Bauer, and Schlünder (see Ref. [28]), yield spurious divergence of $\tau/k_g$ with $\kappa_s/\kappa_g$, as displayed in Fig. 7. In addition, the ZBS model significantly overestimates conductivity even at moderate $\kappa_s/\kappa_g$. In contrast, the granular effective medium approximation (GEMA) of Cohen and co-workers [44,45] exhibits consistency with this aspect of transport in metal hydride powder. GEMA involves the sequential embedding of inclusions within an effective medium formed by a lower density effective medium of inclusions and host material. A consequence of this sequential application of effective medium theory is the disjointed inclusion topology [44], a feature that is consistent with the topology of the present jammed systems of faceted particles. Thus, GEMA provides an excellent estimate of metal hydride conductivity over much of the range of $\kappa_s/\kappa_g$.

Shown in Fig. 8 is the temperature field for the jammed system at a density just below the jamming point. Solid phase islands are readily apparent in the temperature profile, as they are nearly isothermal. Because of the lack of connectivity of these islands, $\tau/k_g$ varies little in the high solid conductivity range ($\kappa_s/\kappa_g > 100$). Transition metals, such as Ni and Ti, are often employed in alloy form as hydrides for H$_2$ storage. The bulk conductivities among these pure metals span nearly an order of magnitude from 21.9 to 90.7 W/m-K at room temperature [38]. The conductivity of pressed solid pellets of H$_2$ storage alloys (e.g., LaNi$_{4.7}$Al$_{0.3}$ and HWT) is of the order of 10 W/m-K (see Ref. [16]). Bulk H$_2$ gas at 300 K exhibits a conductivity of 0.183 W/m-K [38], and consequently $\kappa_s/\kappa_g$ for transition metal hydride powders is expected to be greater than ~100. With a conductivity contrast ratio this high, enhancement of the intrinsic conductivity of metal hydride particles will yield only marginal enhancement of effective thermal conductivity because of the non-percolating solid-phase granular topology in the powder.

With this information the dependence of $\tau$ on $K_n$ can now be established by expressing $k_g$ as a function of $K_n$. To do so, we adopt the semi-empirical relation of Kaganer (see Ref. [46]) employed in the recent metal hydride literature [26,27] that is similar to Eq. (8):

$$k_g = \frac{k_0}{1 + 2bK_n} \quad (13)$$

The gas-specific parameter $b$ depends on the accommodation coefficient and other parameters [46]; here we consider $b$ to have a value of 9.87, as in Refs. [26,27]. The bulk conductivity $k_0$ of H$_2$ at 290 K is 0.178 W/m-K, as in Refs. [26,27]. As displayed in Fig. 9, moderately to highly conducting solids ($\kappa_s > 20$ W/m−k) yield very similar effective thermal conductivities. The Knudsen number $K_n$ scales inversely with gas pressure, and the present results therefore reflect the high-pressure limit of effective thermal conductivity in which the Smoluchowski effect is diminished.

5. **Generalized structure-transport theory**

As presented in Sec. 3, the simulated jammed density of particles from the Poisson plane field (0.671 ± 0.009) exceeds

![Fig. 7](image-url) Mean effective conductivity as a function of solid-fluid conductivity ratio $\kappa_s/\kappa_g$ for the jammed system at $\Phi = 0.633$. Error bars represent bounds of the principal values of the effective conductivity tensor $\kappa$. Theoretical data presented are based on the granular effective medium approximation (GEMA) in Refs. [44,45] and the Zehner–Bauer–Schlünder (ZBS) model (see Ref. [28]).

![Fig. 8](image-url) Temperature field of the jammed system with $\kappa_s/\kappa_g = 10^3$ at $\Phi = 0.633$. The field is induced by a unitary periodic temperature fall applied to the primary simulation supercell along the indicated direction.
that of experimental packings of metal hydride particles (cf., Table 2). The primary mechanisms expected to decrease the packing density from the present jamming density are attractive surface interactions between micron-sized metal hydride particles. Such interactions are known to decrease packing density dramatically [33], but the non-cohesive jamming point remains a reference state after such systems have undergone compaction [47,48]. In cohesive packings, agglomerates form as jammed domains with cohesion [47] embedded in void space [48]; the agglomerates form a fractal-like structure with high dimensionality of 2.53 [48]. Based on this understanding, a low-density packing of metal hydride powder is hypothesized with a granular backbone having local density and structure close to that of the non-cohesive system. Consequently, the cohesive granular medium is modeled as bi-porous; pores reminiscent of the non-cohesive jammed system form a continuous phase 1, while macro-pores form a disjointed phase 2 in the medium. In the present cohesive metal hydride powder model, phase 1 has conductivity \( \kappa_1 = \kappa_j \), where \( \kappa_j \) is the effective conductivity of the non-cohesive jammed system, and phase 2 has conductivity \( \kappa_2 = \kappa_g \), where \( \kappa_g \) is the gas phase conductivity. The volume fraction of phase 1 in the cohesive solid \( \epsilon_1 \) is expressed in terms of the non-cohesive jammed solid density \( \phi \) and the cohesive solid density \( \phi_j \) as

\[
\epsilon_1 = \frac{\phi_j}{\phi}.
\]

Using this effective medium structure-transport theory, the variation of effective thermal conductivity \( \kappa_e \) for cohesive metal hydride powder as a function of solid density \( \phi \) is predicted in the high gas pressure limit. To maintain computational efficiency, the properties of the jammed state in the present theoretical model are estimated as that of the system at a density immediately below the jamming threshold at \( \phi = 0.633 \). Therefore, the non-cohesive jammed conductivity \( \kappa_j \) is estimated by values presented in Fig. 7 with \( \phi_j = \phi = 0.633 \).

The validity of the present theory is supported by the experimental effective conductivity at high gas pressure (small Kn) of various hydride powders in Fig. 11. A solid-phase
conductivity of 10 W/m-K yields good agreement with the present model. Realizing that $k_s$ for solid pellets of LaNi$_{4.7}$Al$_{0.3}$ and HWT are approximately 10 W/m-K [16], the results are especially encouraging. From the model results in Fig. 11, the high-pressure conductivity depends weakly on solid conductivity in comparison to the strong dependence on density. As stated in Sec. 4.2, little enhancement of metal hydride powder thermal conductivity can be expected by increasing the intrinsic thermal conductivity of solid metal particles. Instead, strategies that seek to modify the packing structure of the particles will achieve greater enhancement efficacy.

Until this point only the high-pressure limit of gas-phase conductivity in which the Smoluchowski effect is inoperative has been considered. Employing the approximate results in Fig. 9 that incorporate the Smoluchowski effect for the non-cohesive jammed system, the effects of reduced density with the present theory represented by Eq. (15) are incorporated. In Fig. 12 these results are compared to experimental data for the high-pressure metal hydride Ti$_{1.1}$CrMn from Ref. [6]. Theoretical results are displayed for two densities to reflect the effect of volumetric expansion of particles during hydriding. At low pressure (i.e., high $Kn$) the experimental data follow the theoretical results with a solid conductivity of 2 W/m-K; at high pressure the experimental data follow the theoretical results for solid conductivity of 10 W/m-K, which is closer to our expectations based on the solid conductivity of other intermetallic alloys, e.g., LaNi$_{4.7}$Al$_{0.3}$ and HWT in Ref. [16]. Therefore, the ‘solid’ phase appears to have a conductivity that depends strongly on $H_2$ gas pressure; physically, this scenario is rather unlikely because deviations with the theoretical results are predominantly within a range of $Kn$ for which hydriding has not initiated for Ti$_{1.1}$CrMn (see dotted line in Fig. 12). Composition changes to the solid phase occur only at very high pressure (low $Kn$). Instead, the high pressure air titration experiments suggest that the solid is composed of an abundance of internal cracks (cf., Fig. 3). At intermediate pressures, these cracks reduce the ‘effective solid’ conductivity as a result of low gas density and conductivity within the cracks. Though this effect is not included herein, the present theoretical model and experimental observations support this conclusion.

An additional feature reflected by the theoretical model is the spike in conductivity at the initiation of hydriding. The difference in $k_e$ between the theoretical curves for $k_s = 10$ W/m-K at the unhydrided density ($\phi = 0.300$) and the approximate hydrided density ($\phi = 0.325$) agrees well with the amplitude of the experimental spike. The elevated conductivity is not maintained after the immediate phase transition, suggesting that dynamic expansion of the powder’s free surface occurred after this spike.

### 6. Conclusions

A numerical model for generating metal hydride particles possessing size and shape distributions similar to those observed experimentally, including that of a high-pressure hydride Ti$_{1.1}$CrMn previously unmeasured, have been developed and made available for public use on nanohub.org. Key features of decrepitated metal hydride powders are reflected by the geometric statistical model; this statistical geometric...
framework may be useful for modeling other strain-induced fragmented shapes (e.g., Si anodes and dried mud). Subsequent consolidation of sample particle sets generated from this procedure was simulated via energy-based structural optimization, reflecting a structure denser than that of cohesive metal hydride powders. Effective thermal conductivity of the modeled particle assemblies was simulated, and found to be in excellent agreement with the predictions of granular effective medium theory. In contrast, the commonly employed Zehner–Bauer–Schlunder semi-empirical model deviates strongly from the present results because of the granular nature of metal hydride packings. Finally, a generalized structure–transport theory is developed based on recent experimental results to model the effective conductivity of metal hydride powders with density below the jamming threshold. This theory reflects aspects of metal hydride powders of various compositions and packed densities. These findings suggest that engineering strategies to enhance hydride effective conductivity should seek to increase packing density. This model for particle shape can also be utilized for simulating metal hydride H\textsuperscript{+} diffusion kinetics, H\textsubscript{2} permeability, and composite effective thermal and mechanical properties.
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